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a b s t r a c t

Communication requirements for cognitive radio sensor networks (CRSN) necessitate
addressing the problems posed by dynamic spectrum access (DSA) in an inherently
resource-constrained sensor networks regime. In this paper, arising challenges for reliabil-
ity and congestion control due to incorporation of cognitive radio capability into sensor
networks are investigated along with the open research issues. Impact of DSA, i.e., activity
of licensed users, intermittent spectrum sensing and spectrum handoff functionalities
based on spectrum availability, on the performance of the existing transport protocols
are inspected. The objective of this paper is to point out the urgent need for a novel reliabil-
ity and congestion control mechanism for CRSN. To this end, CRSN challenges for transport
layer are revealed and simulation experiments are performed to demonstrate the perfor-
mance of the existing transport protocols in CRSN.

� 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Spectrum utilization inefficiency with increasing usage
of wireless communications has triggered the develop-
ment of dynamic spectrum access schemes. The key en-
abling technology providing dynamic, i.e., opportunistic,
spectrum access is the cognitive radio (CR) [1–5]. Cognitive
radio has the capability to sense the spectrum and deter-
mine the vacant bands. Cognitive radio can make use of
these available bands in an opportunistic manner surpass-
ing the traditional fixed spectrum assignment approach in
terms of overall spectrum utilization.

In licensed bands, wireless users with a specific license
to communicate over the allocated band, i.e., the licensed
user, has the priority to access the channel. Upon these
natural habitants of a specific frequency band start com-
munication, the cognitive radio users must detect the
potentially vacant bands through spectrum sensing. Then,
they decide on which channels to move, i.e., perform spec-
trum decision. Finally, they adapt their transceiver so that
the active communications are continued over the new
. All rights reserved.
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channel as a result of spectrum handoff. This operation se-
quence is called cognitive cycle [2,4,6], and it can also be
applied for an access to an unlicensed band by cognitive
radios, i.e., unlicensed users, which have the same priority
to use the unlicensed channel.

The capabilities of cognitive radio may provide many of
the current wireless systems with adaptability to existing
spectrum allocation in the deployment field, and hence,
improve overall spectrum utilization. Furthermore, these
capabilities may provide efficient utilization of limited re-
sources of sensor nodes in terms of communication and
processing in wireless sensor networks (WSN). In fact, a
WSN comprised of sensor nodes equipped with cognitive
radio may benefit from the potential advantages of the
salient features of dynamic spectrum access (DSA), and
therefore, this defines a new sensor network paradigm,
i.e., cognitive radio sensor networks (CRSN) [7]. CRSN pro-
vides dynamic spectrum access in contrast to common
fixed spectrum utilization of WSN.

CRSN nodes forming a network topology is shown in
Fig. 1. The main duty of the sensor nodes is to perform
sensing on the environment. In CRSN, depending on the
spectrum availability, sensed data is transmitted to the
sink in a multi-hop manner. Other than the event readings,
sensor nodes may also require to exchange control data for
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Fig. 1. CRSN topology.
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licensed user activity detection, spectrum allocation, spec-
trum sensing, and spectrum coordination.

While the potential advantages of CRSN stand as a sig-
nificant enhancement over traditional sensor networks,
the realization of CRSN depends on addressing many diffi-
cult challenges, posed by the unique characteristics of both
cognitive radio and sensor networks, and further amplified
by their union. One of them is reliable event detection and
tracking with congestion control, which is, in general,
responsibility of transport layer. In order to conserve lim-
ited network and energy resources of sensor nodes and
provide reliable event delivery, sufficient amount of infor-
mation must be delivered to the sink while preventing
congestion. However, the existing work on the reliable
delivery of event features and congestion control in sensor
networks do not consider challenges posed by the dynamic
spectrum access. Furthermore, there is no specific solution
for CRSN to this date. Hence, as the first step for the design
of new transport layer solutions, it is imperative to under-
stand the challenges and observe the shortcomings of
these existing solutions through a comprehensive set of
simulation experiments. Recently, there has been some ef-
forts to reveal challenges of cognitive radio networks for
transmission control protocol (TCP) [8–11]. To the best of
our knowledge, there exists no such study for sensor net-
works in the current literature.

In this paper, we introduce the main design challenges
and principles for reliability and congestion control in
CRSN. The existing communication protocols and algo-
rithms devised for cognitive radio ad hoc networks as well
as WSN are explored from the perspective of CRSN. Our
objective is to acquaint CRSN challenges for transport
layer, evaluate and reveal the performance and shortcom-
ings of the existing transport protocols in CRSN communi-
cation scenarios. Additionally, the open research avenues
for the realization of energy-efficient and reliable data
communication in CRSN are highlighted.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, the transport layer issues in CRSN, challenges
and overview of existing protocols are given. In Section 3,
results of simulation experiments and the effects of cogni-
tive cycle on reliable data delivery with congestion control
in CRSN are presented. Performance evaluation results are
discussed, and the open research challenges for design of
CRSN transport protocols are explored in Section 4. Finally,
we state the concluding remarks in Section 5.

2. Transport layer in cognitive radio sensor networks

Transport protocols in wireless sensor networks (WSN)
are primarily responsible for reliable and energy-efficient
delivery of sensed event from source to sink. As well as
considering quality of service (QoS) requirements of appli-
cations, congestion avoidance must be provided to pre-
serve limited resources of sensor nodes in terms of
processing, memory, communication, and more impor-
tantly, energy. CRSN is proposed to overcome spectrum
scarcity and congestion problem caused by dense deploy-
ment of sensor nodes with opportunistic communication
over licensed (and unlicensed) bands in WSN [7]. In addi-
tion to application-based reliability and energy-efficient
communication notion in WSN, opportunistic spectrum ac-
cess challenge emerges in CRSN. Intrinsically, transport
protocols designed for traditional WSN do not take DSA
into consideration. However, additional link delays and
packet losses as a result of varying spectrum availability,
spectrum mobility and spectrum sensing are the key issues
for reliability and congestion control in CRSN.

In this section, we investigate the specific CRSN chal-
lenges for reliable and energy-efficient data delivery and
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explore the existing transport solutions developed for WSN
and cognitive radio ad hoc networks together.

2.1. CRSN challenges

To provide successful event detection and tracking in
CRSN, sensed phenomena by sensor nodes must be deliv-
ered to the sink in accordance with the application-specific
requirements such as number of delivered packets, delay
bound, jitter, end-to-end delivery, etc. Additionally, this
must be accomplished without interfering with licensed
users and providing congestion avoidance for effective
usage of limited resources of sensor nodes.

Clearly, in addition to inherent WSN demands, CRSN
imposes unique challenges due to DSA functionalities,
which are outlined as follows.

2.1.1. Intermittent communication due to spectrum sensing
Silent periods of spectrum sensing prevents sensor

nodes to deliver detected event to the sink. During spec-
trum sensing periods, sensor nodes do not transmit their
collected information, since existing radio frequency mod-
ules cannot provide sensing and transmission functional-
ities at the same time. Thus, event transport is
periodically disrupted in CRSN. Moreover, spectrum sens-
ing duration brings a trade-off between false alarm and
throughput. While a shorter sensing duration may result
in an increase in the number of transmitted packets, inac-
curate detection of licensed user activity may severely af-
fect the transport layer.

2.1.2. Connection blackout due to spectrum handoff
Upon licensed user activity detection, unlicensed users

are required to vacate the channel. Until a vacant channel
is found and spectrum handoff is performed by all sensor
nodes participating in the event delivery, sink connection
is disrupted due to spectrum unavailability. Connection
blackout lasts depending on the licensed user activity,
and event information cannot be delivered to the sink dur-
ing blackouts.

2.1.3. Spiky End-to-end RTT due to dynamic spectrum
availability

Together with the extra delay introduced by cognitive
cycle functionalities, limited spectrum availability and
increasing licensed user activity may amplify round trip
time (RTT). Due to dynamically varying nature of licensed
user activity, there may be large variations on the spec-
trum availability. Sudden decrease in spectrum availabil-
ity, i.e., sharp increase in licensed user arrival rate or
duration, can be expected in CRSN. Therefore, abrupt vari-
ation on the link level and end-to-end RTT estimates may
be observed in CRSN. Additionally, based on varying inter-
ference limitations with licensed users at different chan-
nels, spectrum sensing duration may vary [12,13] and
further complicate estimation of RTT. Moreover, spectrum
handoff mechanism also imposes additional delay on com-
munication due to change of operating frequency. These
various effects complicate the estimation of RTT. Thus,
incorrect estimation of RTT may prevent the delay-based
congestion control and rate adjustment mechanisms
operate correctly, and hamper the performance of trans-
port layer. In addition, achieving real-time communication
in CRSN is quite challenging due to spiky end-to-end RTT
imposed by DSA.

2.1.4. Packet losses due to spectrum mobility
Spectrum mobility may cause packet drops due to link

layer buffer overflows based on spectrum availability and
connectivity. Due to intermittent link availability, link
layer buffer fills up with the packets generated and coming
from other nodes. Link layer queue overflows with the gen-
eration of new packets containing event readings and
causes loss of event information, which is undesirable in
WSN. On the other hand, spectrum mobility evokes con-
gestion due to varying channel conditions and the need
for coordination while connection establishment at the
new operating channel. Due to bursty nature of sensor net-
work, this connection establishment phase may result in
excessive packet losses.

2.1.5. Varying network capacity
Event delivery performance is dependent on the capac-

ity of network, which is varying due to DSA in CRSN.
Depending on the network capacity, number of event
reporting nodes and their reporting rates may need to be
adjusted to avoid congestion. Moreover, network capacity
may limit reliability in event detection and tracking, i.e.,
achievable maximum number of delivered packets and
minimum delay bound may not satisfy QoS requirements
of applications.

2.1.6. Need for synchronization of transmission periods
Due to spatially varying licensed user activity, different

sensing durations may be required at different regions of
the network. While event information is being delivered
to the sink, event-to-sink path may traverse along the re-
gions with different spectrum sensing durations. There-
fore, to deliver packets to the next node, sending node
should be aware of sensing periods of the next node.
Otherwise, while spectrum sensing, next node will not re-
ceive sent packets.

2.2. Overview of existing transport protocols

Considerable amount of research efforts have yielded
many transport protocols addressing challenges posed by
WSN paradigm. Main properties of the existing protocols
are classified in Table 1. In spite of providing congestion
detection mechanisms and reliable transport functional-
ities, none considers both challenges of DSA and require-
ments of WSN.

Congestion Detection and Avoidance (CODA) protocol
[14] presents an energy-efficient congestion control
algorithm in order to prevent possible congestion on
source-to-sink path by regulating source sending rate.
Event-to-Sink Reliable Transport (ESRT) [15] and Real-
Time and Reliable Transport ((RT)2) [16] protocols are
rate-based mechanisms which provide congestion avoid-
ance and event-to-sink reliability. Additionally, (RT)2 has
real-time support. On the other hand, Pump Slowly Fetch
Quickly (PSFQ) [17] provides reliability on downstream
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Table 1
Summary of existing transport protocols.

Protocol Congestion detection Flow Reliability support Real-time support DSA support Scope

CODA [14] Active Upstream – � � WSN
ESRT [15] Passive Upstream Event � � WSN
PSFQ [17] – Downstream Packet � � WSN
(RT)2 [16] Passive Upstream Event + � WSN
RMST [18] – Upstream Packet � � WSN
TP-CRAHN [19] Active Both Packet � + CRAHN
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path and uses hop-by-hop recovery to retrieve missing
packets. Reliable Multi-Segment Transport (RMST) proto-
col [18] provides negative acknowledgement (NACK) based
guaranteed delivery like PSFQ, and both of them point out
the importance of hop-by-hop recovery.1

Recently, a window-based transport layer protocol
addressing challenges of DSA in cognitive radio ad hoc net-
works, Transport Protocol for Cognitive Radio Ad-Hoc Net-
works (TP-CRAHN), is proposed in [19]. A cross-layer
solution jointly considering the DSA functionalities, physi-
cal-layer modulation and coding scheme, and data-link
layer frame size is presented in [20] to maximize TCP
throughput. A set of protocols are derived from TCP in
[21] via tunning for DSA compatibility to serve delay-toler-
ant applications. Although those recently proposed algo-
rithms incorporate cognitive radio functionalities, they
are designed based on TCP congestion control mechanism,
which has clearly been shown to have very poor perfor-
mance in sensor networks [22].

Additionally, there has recently been active research on
spectrum utilization efficiency and optimal spectrum shar-
ing policies in cognitive radio networks [23–26]. In [23], a
new approach for spectrum sensing is developed with an
analytical model to estimate the power in a given channel
and location due to nearby communication, and then,
these are used to formulate optimal channel assignment
problem within the mesh network. In [24], per-node based
power control for multi-hop cognitive radio networks is
proposed, and a mathematical framework is developed to
jointly optimize power control, scheduling, and routing.
In order to increase data rates of secondary user communi-
cation sessions in a multi-hop cognitive radio network,
joint optimization problem of power control, scheduling,
and routing is studied in [25]. For video multicast in an
infrastructure-based cognitive radio network coexisting
with different licensed user networks, a cross-layer optimi-
zation approach is developed in [26] to optimize the over-
all received video quality, and provide proportional
fairness among multicast users, while keeping the interfer-
ence to licensed users below predefined constraints. Since
these approaches are developed to increase end-to-end
performance and spectrum efficiency in multi-hop
cognitive radio networks, they do not consider neither
many-to-one communication nature nor correlated data
gathering of sensor networks.
1 RMST [18] is not included in the performance evaluation as it aims to
provide 100% reliability on a per packet basis, which is shown to be
unsuitable for WSN [15].
Clearly, the existing transport protocols and spectrum
sharing schemes are not specifically designed to achieve
reliability in CRSN. To assess the performance of the exist-
ing transport protocols in CRSN, next, a wide range of sim-
ulations are performed and results are provided.
3. Performance evaluation

Simulations are performed by extending NS-2 [27] with
multichannel extensions to enable dynamic spectrum ac-
cess and cognitive radio in sensor networks. Two-hundred
nodes and a sink are placed randomly in a 200 m � 200 m
field. Twenty-five source nodes are randomly selected
within an event area of radius 20 m. Packet size is 30 bytes
and nodes are equipped with a single transmitter/receiver,
which has a radio range of 40 m. DSR [28] is used as rout-
ing protocol and each node has a simple CSMA/CA based
medium access control layer with a queue size of 65.

Licensed user activity is modeled with active son
L

� �
and

inactive soff
L

� �
periods, and sensor node behavior is mod-

elled with data transmission sd
S

� �
, spectrum sensing ss

S

� �
and spectrum handoff sh

S

� �
periods as shown in Fig. 2.

CODA [14], ESRT [15], PSFQ2 [17], (RT)2 [16] and TP-CRAHN
[19] are included in the simulation experiments. Lastly, each
simulation configuration is run 10 times and results are
averaged.

3.1. Spectrum sensing in CRSN

Effect of spectrum sensing period, i.e., transient lack of
ability to transmit packets, on throughput is observed for
varying ss

S from 0 to 0.3 s in the absence of licensed user ar-
rival. Fig. 3a and b shows the throughput for sd

S ¼ 3 and 2 s,
respectively.

Generally, all of the transport protocols designed for
WSN exhibit a degradation in their throughput perfor-
mance due to not considering silent sensing period. As
spectrum sensing period increases, CODA, which uses
2 PSFQ is tested on reverse direction from sink to source, different than
other protocols.
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feedback messages from intermediate nodes, sustains ex-
tra delays introduced by DSA. These delays cause highly
variable RTT, and therefore, selective acknowledgement
(SACK) packets are not received timely. This is interpreted
as congestion and CODA decreases its rate to one half. It
can be seen in Fig. 3b that throughput decreases about
40% with the decreasing data transmission period. ESRT
and (RT)2 increase their reporting rate to obtain required
reliability. They adjust transmission rate to compensate
delay sustained in previous interval. However, due to mis-
interpretation of deficiency in reliability, inappropriate in-
crease of transmission rate leads to congestion. On the
other hand, PSFQ does not regulate its transmission rate,
and hence, throughput performance degrades because of
extra delay introduced by spectrum sensing, and there ex-
ists no mechanism considering this delay.

On the other hand, although initial drop, TP-CRAHN rel-
atively maintains its performance as the sensing period in-
creases. Especially, for higher spectrum sensing periods
with lower data transmission period TP-CRAHN performs
close to current WSN transport layer protocols. Since cur-
rent WSN transport protocols are not aware of cognitive
cycle, they attribute delays, retransmission time-outs and
packet losses caused by DSA functionalities to bad channel
condition or congestion, and perform inappropriate rate
control operations according to their algorithm, which re-
sult in up to 50% performance loss.
In Fig. 3a and b, it is observed that decreasing data
transmission period and increasing spectrum sensing per-
iod have adverse effect on throughput, however, this effect
should be minimized to satisfy reliability requirements
while retaining energy-efficient operation.

Spectrum sensing, which is a part of cognitive cycle, has
a great importance to detect licensed user activities. Sensor
nodes, which are secondary users, also need to sense the
channel other than sensing the environment, and this sens-
ing duration should be arranged accordingly to minimize
false alarm probability. On the other hand, nodes need to
transmit to deliver their collected information on the
event. Hence, this constitutes a trade-off between sensing
and event transport reliability. Moreover, real-time and
delay-aware reliability requirements of some applications
such as surveillance and target tracking may also introduce
additional challenges on spectrum sensing. The effect of
heterogeneous sensing duration on packet delivery ratio
are also discussed in Section 3.2.

3.2. Spectrum mobility with primary user arrival in CRSN

When a licensed user arrival is detected, sensor nodes are
required to stop transmitting data, vacate the channel and
communicate over another free channel. To analyze the ef-
fects of licensed user arrival on throughput and packet de-
lay, simulations are performed with different licensed user
activity patterns. A licensed user is placed on each channel
and transmits packets according to its activity pattern, so
that its effect is clearly demonstrated. When the active per-
iod of licensed user is higher, finding an empty channel takes
longer, i.e., sh

S increases. This delay has a direct effect on the
network performance. Thus, to illustrate this, throughput
and delay performances are given in Fig. 4 for varying son

L

from 0 to 6 s with soff
L ¼ 6 and 3 s, respectively.

3.2.1. Licensed user activity pattern
It can be seen in Fig. 4a and b, especially, with the

increasing licensed user active period throughput drasti-
cally decays. Since increasing link delay due to spectrum
handoffs, increases the RTT and do not allow SACK packets
to reach nodes on time, the highest, i.e., 60%, throughput
degradation is experienced by CODA. On the other hand,
ESRT and (RT)2 inaccurately calculate their new reporting
rates and fail to satisfy their reliability objectives. On the
other hand, PSFQ experiences drop in the throughput
above 50%, in Fig. 4b. Intrinsically, traditional WSN trans-
port protocols do not consider spectrum mobility and
spectrum sensing functionalities, and do not adapt to the
licensed user activity and spectrum sensing periods to
achieve reliability and congestion control. Furthermore,
they regulate sending rate assuming all the nodes are ex-
posed to the same channel condition and licensed user
activity. However, in CRSN, it may not be always possible
for all sensor nodes to have the same channel conditions,
i.e., this may not be the case in heterogeneous CRSN [7].

While the licensed user active period increases and
probability of finding a vacant channel decreases, i.e., sh

S in-
creases, TP-CRAHN performs slightly better than WSN
transport protocols due to its DSA-aware functionalities.
It assumes presence of a predefined common control
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channel (CCC) for coordination of channel information.
This approach cannot handle the cases where a large num-
ber of nodes attempt to transmit in a short amount of time.
Since a single channel is used, it gets congested very
quickly. In fact, this is highly likely in CRSN due to its bur-
sty traffic nature and dense deployment. Furthermore, this
approach causes high end-to-end latency due to conten-
tion delay. Since CRSN generally operates in a multi-hop
manner, this delay may exceed tolerable delay bound for
some time-critical applications. Moreover, most of the
time, it may not be possible to find such a CCC available
throughout the entire network.

The results in Fig. 4c and d indicate that the lack of abil-
ity to coordinate with DSA functionalities causes existing
transport layer protocols for WSN to amplify end-to-end
delay. Because of extra time spent while retrieving the lost
packets and its transmission rate regulation, observed de-
lay for PSFQ is generally higher than others in Fig. 4c. CODA
experiences sharp increase in packet delay with the in-
crease of licensed user active period son

L

� �
from 2 to 4 s in

Fig. 4d, since delays caused by DSA functionalities are
attributed to congestion and evoke multiplicative decrease
congestion avoidance, i.e., reducing rate to one half. Due to
its real-time support, (RT)2 performs relatively better than
other protocols. Its performance can be improved by
including spectrum sensing and mobility functionalities
in the rate control algorithm.

3.2.2. Number of available channels (opportunistic reliability)
In Fig. 5, simulations are performed for varying number

of available channels from 0 to 20, with son
L ¼ 2 s and

soff
L ¼ 3 s. RTT is highly variable in CRSN because spectrum

handoff period vary with the number of available channels.
Therefore, protocol-specific communication requirements
cannot be met. In Fig. 5, CODA has the sharpest throughput
increase with the number of available channels. As the
number of available channels increases, initially estimated
waiting period for SACK packets is approached. Further-
more, it can be observed for ESRT in Fig. 5 that, throughput
improvement for increasing number of available channels
from 4 to 6 is greater than the one achieved while increas-
ing from 16 to 18. This result reveals that the throughput
gain saturates as the number of available channels reaches
to a certain level, which points out an important design
trade-off to be further investigated.

In fact, higher number of available channels provides
sensor nodes a flexible spectrum handoff operation, how-
ever, the impact of increasing available channels in
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throughput decreases as the throughput value without
DSA is approached, i.e., gain obtained from increasing
number of channel gets smaller. Therefore, access to
sufficient number of channels, which is an important open
issue to be determined, is essential for reliable and energy-
efficient communication together with the efficient utiliza-
tion of available spectrum in CRSN.

3.2.3. Transient effects of licensed user arrival
Number of delivered packets at sink are examined to

observe effects of varying licensed user activity with time.
In these simulations, licensed user activity is increased
gradually with time. Licensed user arrivals are scheduled
at 15, 45, 55, 75, 80 and 85 s, while the number of available
channels are 20, 15, 10, 5, 2 and 1, respectively.

CODA shows the highest oscillatory behavior as seen in
Fig. 6a. Consecutive licensed user activities result in drastic
decrease in the number of delivered packets by CODA, e.g.,
delivered packets reduces to one half after licensed user
activities between 80 and 90 s. At the end of consecutive
licensed user arrivals, CODA decreases its rate due to
non-arriving SACK packets, i.e., time-outs and attributing
them as congestion. After licensed user activity is removed
between 90 and 100 s, CODA lacks a fast increase in the
rate, hence, the number of delivered packets stays below
30% of its initial value. In Fig. 6a, it can be seen that oscil-
latory behavior in the number of delivered packets is de-
creased with respect to CODA, however, it still changes
between 350 and 550 packets per-second for ESRT, (RT)2

and TP-CRAHN. After consecutive licensed user arrivals,
ESRT and (RT)2 show a sharp increase in the number of
delivered packets, e.g., from 90 to 100 s, goodput increases
about 230% after three consecutive licensed user arrivals in
70 and 90 s. On the other hand, due to its adaptation to
cognitive radio environment, TP-CRAHN returns around
its initial value (at 10 s) at 100 s.

In Fig. 6b, average measured packet delay varies between
1 and 10 ms for each protocol. (RT)2 and ESRT outperform
other protocols by their multiplicative rate increase prop-
erty. CODA, which has an additive-increase multiplicative
decrease (AIMD) rate control scheme, lacks fast recovery
capability in case of connection disruptions due to spectrum
handoffs. While licensed user activity increases in 70 and
90 s, packet delay increases five times for CODA. Since PSFQ
does not address for real-time event delivery, it is exposed to
a greater delay than others. TP-CRAHN, which also employs
an AIMD rate control, relatively performs better than CODA
and close to ESRT and (RT)2.
3.2.4. Spatially varying licensed user arrival
It is possible to have different licensed user activity char-

acteristics at different regions of a cognitive radio network.
Therefore, sensing duration required to detect licensed user
activity may change. To illustrate this in CRSN, we obtain re-
sults of having different spectrum sensing durations at
event region and by intermediate nodes as in Fig. 7.

In Fig. 8a, it is shown that how packet delivery ratio
changes in percentage, while different licensed user activ-
ities are observed in the network. Especially, between 80
and 90 s with increasing licensed user activity, packet
delivery ratio reaches about half of the value measured
without licensed user activity. Since TP-CRAHN is designed
for cognitive radio ad hoc networks, nodes adjust their
transmission periods as not to overlap with the spectrum
sensing period of the next node on the path. Hence, it per-
forms slightly better than traditional WSN transport proto-
cols in general. On the other hand, PSFQ performs below
the others with excessive packet drops.
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In Fig. 8b, it is shown that under heavy licensed user
activity all of the protocols show an efficiency under 50%.
CODA, although exposed to degradation in packet delivery
ratio up to 40% in Fig. 8a, provides most efficient results
due to its sharp congestion avoidance mechanism. On the
other hand, (RT)2 aiming to provide real-time support, up-
dates its reporting rate sharply with respect to previous
decision interval’s packet delay. As a result of this, if no li-
censed user activity is observed in current interval, it
causes transmission of more than required packets and
these packets cause congestion, hence, energy is wasted.
3.3. Spectrum coordination in CRSN

Spectrum coordination is an important topic in cogni-
tive radio networks especially in CRSN, since to be able
to communicate with each other, sensor nodes should be
operating on the same channel. Sensor networks need spe-
cial interest on this issue due to limited resources and
capabilities of sensor nodes, and reports of every node
are important in event detection and tracking. To demon-
strate the interaction of reliability and spectrum coordina-
tion, some parts of network left uncoordinated with the
rest after spectrum handoff. These uncoordinated sensor
nodes are selected in a random fashion, and their amount
is given as percentage of the entire network.

In Fig. 9, event-based protocols, i.e., ESRT and (RT)2 are
shown to maintain goodput although unreachable nodes.
However, since number of connected sources are decreased,
to preserve reliability, reporting rates are re-adjusted to
compensate for lost nodes. Therefore, coordinated nodes’ re-
sources are overused to satisfy reliability condition. This re-
sult shows that network lifetime is highly dependent on
spectrum coordination between sensor nodes. On the other
hand, for packet-based reliability considering protocols,
goodput decreases below one quarter of its initial value
(from 400 packets to about 50 packets per-second), while
the percentage of uncoordinated nodes are increased. This
is due to that fact that, independent from event detection
and tracking requirements of sink, every node sends its
own measurements and regulate its own transmission rate
with respect to feedback packets coming from intermediate
nodes. Therefore, when the available source node count de-
creases, reliability observed at sink decreases. Strong inter-
action between reliability, network resources and
spectrum coordination can be inferred from the results ob-
tained with the existing transport protocols as shown in
Fig. 9.
4. Shortcomings and future directions

There is a delicate balance between reliability and en-
ergy-efficiency, which has been the main focus of transport
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layer solutions proposed for sensor networks thus far [22].
While the same balance is also inherited by CRSN, dynamic
spectrum management brings additional factors into this
trade-off. Hence, all of the challenges introduced in Sec-
tion 2 and clarified with simulation results in Section 3,
along with the ones inherited from WSN and amplified by
cognitive radio, must be addressed through the design of
novel dynamic spectrum-aware CRSN transport protocols.

In this section, main results of the simulations are ana-
lyzed and elaborated, afterwards, open research directions
for reliability and congestion control in CRSN are pointed
out.

4.1. Overview of simulation results

Comprehensive simulations clearly point out the short-
comings of the currently proposed transport protocols, and
show that WSN protocols suffer from cognitive cycle intro-
duced with DSA.

First, CODA infers high licensed user activity as conges-
tion, and regulates its transmission rate accordingly. Thus,
CODA necessitates incorporation of DSA functionalities.
Despite its relatively higher energy-efficiency, reliability
stays far behind the requirements in CRSN. Additionally,
CODA lacks a fast increase in the rate control afterwards
of a high licensed user activity.

On the other hand, ESRT and (RT)2 provide application-
based reliability. However, since inherent rate regulation
simply does not take DSA challenges into account, extra
delays and packet losses caused by cognitive cycle result
in undesired behaviors such as transmission of redundant
packets along with packet drops, i.e., depletion of confined
resources. Although (RT)2 considers real-time communica-
tion requirements, it encounters increase in the packet de-
lay in the order of 5, especially, while the number of
available channels is extremely low and licensed user
activity is high.

PSFQ aims to provide guaranteed packet delivery on the
reverse path, i.e., from sink to sources. When available
spectrum is bounded and high licensed user activity is ex-
posed, it causes excessive losses while recovering missing
packets from neighbor nodes. Especially, in heterogeneous
licensed user activity case PSFQ underperforms.

TP-CRAHN provides adaptive sensing duration adjust-
ment and congestion window scaling to handle DSA chal-
lenges. Nonetheless, it does not take inherent constraints
and requirements of sensor networks into account, i.e., it
does not consider energy-efficiency and many-to-one
(source-to-sink) event delivery requirements. Additionally,
end-to-end reliability notion does not suite very well in
WSN, due to its bursty and many-to-one traffic nature.

Due to unawareness of cognitive cycle, and hence, mis-
interpretation of its functionalities, traditional WSN trans-
port protocols do not function properly and achieve
required energy-efficient reliable operation. New solutions
are needed to overcome challenges introduced by cogni-
tive radio. In simulation results, effects of generated extra
delays and packet losses imposed by cognitive radio are
explored. These results show the need for DSA-aware
transport protocols for CRSN. TP-CRAHN is designed to
operate on cognitive radio ad hoc networks and has
features such as sensing duration minimization and adap-
tation to bandwidth variations. However, it does not con-
sider inherent requirements of sensor networks and
employs TCP congestion control algorithm, which is
unsuitable for bursty many-to-one flow in CRSN.

4.2. Open research issues

In addition to energy-efficient and reliable communica-
tion requirements in WSN, emerging challenges of CRSN
must be addressed through the design of novel, adaptive
and spectrum-aware CRSN transport protocols. Clearly,
none of the existing approaches devised for WSN can be di-
rectly employed in CRSN. Together with the extra delays
and losses introduced by DSA functionalities in sensor
nodes, reliability and congestion control in CRSN becomes
an extremely challenging task. To this end, the open re-
search issues for transport layer in CRSN are outlined as
follows:

� Collaboration of transport layer protocols and DSA func-
tionalities may provide efficient usage of available spec-
trum. Thus, cros-layer interaction of spectrum
management and rate control mechanisms should be
studied.
� There is a trade-off between required reporting rate and

interference with licensed users. New metric definitions
combining reliability and congestion with licensed user
interference and spectrum characteristics are required.
� Varying spectrum availability and channel conditions

require novel congestion avoidance algorithms. Higher
licensed user activity may augment probability of
congestion due to intermittent spectrum availability.
On the other hand, congestion control mechanism
should also take spectrum sensing duration into
consideration together with varying licensed user activ-
ity, since sharp increases in number of packets injected
into the network due to increasing transmission period
may result in congestion. There may be bottlenecks, due
to spatially varying spectrum sensing duration, i.e.,
licensed user activity, in the network. Therefore, con-
gestion control mechanisms should consider sensing
durations of the nodes on the event delivery path.
� For delay-bounded applications, real-time DSA-aware

transport layer solutions should be developed. Based
on acquired transmission behavior of licensed users,
probabilistic rate control models may be developed.
Probabilistic and predictive frameworks can be derived
to reduce increasing delay with increasing licensed user
activity. To this end, analytical models including
licensed user activity with congestion and wireless loss
probability could be developed.
� Spectrum coordination must be incorporated in energy-

efficient protocol stack in CRSN to provide reliable data
delivery and congestion avoidance. Common control
channel (CCC) is an alternative for spectrum coordina-
tion. However, since it requires high cost to lease a
channel, it would amplify the cost of the sensor network
[7]. Research on finding such a suitable CCC in unli-
censed spectrum channels or coordination without
CCC is required.
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� Transport protocols should interact with sensing mecha-
nism since it has a direct effect on throughput, as it can be
seen in Fig. 3, and must utilize it to minimize licensed
user interference and false detection probability while
maximizing reliability. Hence, a cross-layer spectrum
sensing and congestion control mechanism must be
designed.
� Congestion control algorithms should also be adaptive to

dynamically changing licensed user activity. Moreover,
varying network capacity should be taken into consider-
ation, since transmission more packets than network can
tolerate will result in inefficient usage of limited
resources of sensor nodes. Development of new conges-
tion avoidance mechanisms incorporating licensed user
activity and network capacity are essential. In addition,
in order to utilize opportunistic spectrum availabilities
and satisfy reliability requirements, DSA-aware fast rate
increase algorithms are also required.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, CRSN challenges for reliable data delivery
are explored, and it is shown by simulation experiments
that the existing transport layer protocols for WSN and
cognitive radio ad hoc networks are not suitable for CRSN.
Furthermore, open research issues for CRSN transport layer
are stated. Clearly, there is a need for energy-efficient no-
vel rate control, reliability, and congestion avoidance
mechanisms which take challenges of CRSN into account.
New CRSN transport protocols must consider communica-
tion impairments due to spectrum sensing and mobility
such as excessive delays and packet losses incurred by cog-
nitive cycle. As the analysis performed here clearly shows
that challenges posed by DSA have direct effect on perfor-
mance of transport layer, cross-layer paradigm seems
promising in order to address CRSN challenges.
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